
Genesis®

Adjustable Desking
adaptable | ergonomic | powerful
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Space-maximizing
cockpit design is 
ideal for flatscreen
monitors and laptops.

Add matching 
storage within an 

arm’s reach for 
convenience.

For ergonomic 
comfort, adjust desk 

surface to allow proper 
leg and chair clearance.



Genesis desking goes beyond the
confines of what is considered
traditional office furniture. Its adjustable
nature provides ergonomics and added
ingenuity in the workplace. 

Genesis’ electric adjustment option
allows users to raise or lower the
worksurface from 24” to 51” with the
push of a button. Up to four preferred
work heights may be programmed to
each table.  Adjustability options include
fixed, pin height, crank and electric.
The versatility enables users to easily
adjust from sitting to standing heights
throughout the day, increasing overall
employee health and productivity.

The flexible system offers exceptional
power and data management.
Convenient overhead storage leaves
work and personal items within reach.
Functional surface shapes and modern
finishes make Genesis the perfect
complement to a variety of work areas
– administrative, collaborative and
private. Genesis may be specified as a
stand-alone worksurface or may be
combined with a variety of KI product
solutions, depending upon user needs.
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Worksurface dividers may be added
or removed as needed, so you can
work privately or as a team. 

Privacy screens are
available in several

standard heights.

Inspiration strikes the
modern workplace.
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Genesis supports a range of work
styles and environments. It easily
accommodates individual, private
work areas but also fully supports
open environments that facilitate
group work and collaboration.

For heads-down, individual work,
Genesis offers discreet privacy panels
that allow users to immerse
themselves into their work without
interruption. Genesis offers lower
screen heights for collaborative
environments that encourage
interaction while also ensuring a level
of personal privacy. 

Genesis is available with lightweight
privacy screens that require less
space than traditional panels and
eliminate “panel creep”.

Desking that answers
your call for change.
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Genesis® Desking. 
Flexibility for infinite possibilities.

StAnDing

electric 24" - 51"

Sit-Stand Crank 27" - 43"

SeAteD

Fixed 29"

Pin 24" - 31"

Seated Height Crank 22" - 33"
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Fixed

Rectangular

Quarter-Round

Square Shoe Cockpit 

Arcade Peninsula

P-Shape Peninsula

Pin

Crank Shapes

electric (Programmable)

Overhead Storage

Privacy Screens

Mini Cable tray

Power and Dataedges

Adjustability Options Worksurface Options Desking System

Corner Cockpit

Universal

Balance®

From left: Exposed Frame/Poly, 
Exposed Frame/Upholstered, and Fully Upholstered

From top: Elliptical/Postformed,
Knife, 74P, and Membrane Press 
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Learn more about 
Genesis Adjustable 

Desking
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